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Sustainable Social Development Organisation (SSDO) is a non-governmental organization founded and
registered under Societies Registration Act 1860 in 2015. SSDO is working to contribute to the wellbeing of society for establishing an institutionalized system of social development through
emphasizing a responsible citizenship. SSDO was formed with the vision of contributing towards the
sustainable and inclusive development of underprivileged communities of marginalized areas of
Pakistan. SSDO thematic areas include governance, human rights, peace, education and health. SSDO
has practiced different development methodologies including advocacy, campaigning, capacity
development of various development stakeholders, community mobilization and sensitization and
public policy improvement.
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Summary
It's now been more than a quarter that Pakistan is in grip of COVID-19 catastrophe ever seen in the
world and Pakistan in the living memory. This global crisis has a human face and, as such, it calls for a
human-centered response. The COVID-19 pandemic has affected communities all over the world with
devastating impacts on individuals and communities worldwide. Governments and international aid
organizations are also heavily impacted by the situation. The pandemic presents unprecedented
challenges, and have exposed the state of response capacity at all levels to support effective response
and support programs.
The killing spree of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) continues in Pakistan, with the official death
toll increasing to 6,244 while 293,261 confirmed patients are being reported. 276,829 patients
admitted to various hospitals across the country were reported to be recovered. Pakistan is amongst
the 180+ countries dealing with the coronavirus pandemic. The spread of disease within and into
Pakistan cannot be separated from the global context. The unprecedented COVID-19 has jolted
Pakistan's already stagnating economy and exposed the vulnerability, poverty, and
underdevelopment of its citizens. The advocates of the alternative perspective of looking at
emergencies maintain that where emergencies bring widespread destruction, can also provide an
opportunity to correct many wrongs by integrating relief and response efforts into development and
governance. However, materializing such an opportunity is not as simple as it sounds. This goal cannot
be achieved unless all the stakeholders including affected communities and different groups in them,
civil society organizations, all tiers of governance, and multilateral and bilateral development actors;
work together.
In Pakistan where extreme poverty haunts the lives of 1/3 of its population, governance in doldrums
and political and economic disorder is the order of the day, the recent COVID-19 is unfolding with
many painful dimensions. Where millions of people are in the dire need of relief to keep tying their
souls with their bodies, the situation demands long term international, national and local
commitments to make an early recovery and rehabilitation of those affected, possible.
For a country like Pakistan which is grappling with a long list of issues on social, economic, political,
and environmental fronts and where development indicators are dwindling; COVID-19 is complicating
the already prevailing challenges. These include food insecurity and unsustainable livelihood systems,
to name but only a few. The list seems to be unending.
This KAP survey is an effort to understand the knowledge, attitude, and practices of the general public
on and towards COVID-19. It does not aim to make a score against any of the humanitarian actor, nor
is intended to spoil their COVID-19 response efforts. Its sole purpose is to guide future support
programming of various actors in Pakistan in short as well as in long terms.
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In this backdrop SSDO with support from various interns from Islamic University collected the data
from across Pakistan using online google form. Each intern collected 21 interviews through online
google forms. The survey was universally available to both men and women. In total 1688 respondents
participated in the survey covering 06 provinces of Pakistan including ICT. The overview of the KAP
survey are presented below and are made part of the summary;

Overview of KAP Findings
Profile

1,688
74%

Individuals participated in the survey. Out of the total participants, 61% were
females while 39% were males.
of the total respondents were below 25 years of age.

A. Knowledge

91%
97%
94%
54%
63%
84%
49%
60%
95%
84%
95%

Of the survey respondents were of the view that fever, fatigue, dry cough, nausea,
and diarrhea are the main symptoms of COVID-19.
survey respondents think good food, best hygienic conditions, and isolation can
help most patients to recover from COVID19.
survey respondents think that COVID-19 is not a Gender-Specific Virus but it may
affect those who are old, already have some diseases, and weak immune systems.
survey respondents think that Smokers are more prone to the COVID-19 virus.
survey respondents were of the view that a person affected with COVID-19 cannot
transfer the virus to others when wearing a mask and using sanitizer.
survey respondents think that the COVID-19 virus spreads via respiratory droplets
of infected individuals.
respondents think that wearing masks guarantees prevention from the COVID-19
Infection.
respondents were of the view that any kind of masks and sanitizers can help to
prevent COVID-19.
respondents think that social Distancing means avoiding crowded places really
helps to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
respondents think that wearing masks and the use of sanitizers In crowded places
can help to prevent COVID-19.
Respondents were of the view that people infected with the COVID-19 virus
should be Immediately Isolated for 14 Days.

B. Attitudes

61%
62%
62%

Respondents were of the view that COVID-19 can be successfully controlled given
the proper following of the SOPs announced by the government.
Respondents think that Pakistan will win the battle against COVID-19 given the
measures taken by the government at various levels.
Respondents think that following the WHO protocols can help Pakistan win the
battle against COVID-19.

C. Practices
Of the respondents were adamant in going to any crowed place.
Respondents practice the use of face masks when leaving home.
Respondents carry sanitizers with them when leaving home.
Only 22% of the respondents eat food from out of their homes.
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Only 5% of respondents prefer to use public toilets.
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22%
93%
76%
22%
05%

Section-1

Introduction and Methodology
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected communities all over the world with devastating impacts on
individuals and communities worldwide. Governments and international aid organizations are also
heavily impacted by the situation. The pandemic presents unprecedented challenges and has exposed
the state of its response capacity at all levels to support effective response and support programs.
COVID-19 has already surpassed the death toll of the more recent outbreaks of Ebola, MERS, and
SARS. At the moment, it is hard to calculate and forecast the true impact of coronavirus beyond the
estimated human toll. The outbreak is on-going, and researchers are continuing to learn about this
new form of the virus. While the SARS outbreak cost the world $50 billion, initial estimates for
coronavirus are already suggesting a loss of $360 billion.

1.1. COVID-19 Pakistan’s Context
Pakistan is amongst the 180+ countries dealing with the coronavirus pandemic. The spread of
disease within and into Pakistan cannot be separated from the global context. The unprecedented
COVID-19 has jolted Pakistan's already stagnating economy and exposed the vulnerability, poverty,
and underdevelopment of its citizens. The advocates of the alternative perspective of looking at
emergencies maintain that where emergencies bring widespread destruction, can also provide an
opportunity to correct many wrongs by integrating relief and response efforts into development and
governance. However, materializing such an opportunity is not as simple as it sounds. This goal cannot
be achieved unless all the stakeholders including affected communities and different groups in them,
civil society organizations, all tiers of governance, and multilateral and bilateral development actors;
work together.
The killing spree of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) continues in Pakistan, with the official death
toll increasing to 6,244 while 293,261 confirmed patients are being reported. 276,829 patients
admitted to various hospitals across the country were reported to be recovered. The first case of
Corona was reported on 26th February, and have reached a total of 293,261 cases as of now. Despite
all the challenges and ills, the Government of Pakistan has been actively taking measures for the
prevention and the containment of the COVID-19, since the start of the outbreak. The summary of
COVID-19 in Pakistan is presented in the figure below;
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Source: Government of Pakistan: www.covid.gov.pk

1.2 Objectives of the Study:
The objective of this KAP survey was to understand the people's knowledge, attitude, and practices
towards COVID-19 and to identify the gaps in their awareness and practices. The purpose of this KAP
survey is to collect and amplify the voices of the general public across Pakistan for an effective and
coordinated response. It is expected that this document will contribute to promoting commitments
by the government and humanitarian and development quarters to support the well-being of the
general public in Pakistan.

1.3 Scope of the KAP Survey
The KAP survey was undertaken from the general public across Pakistan.

1.4 Methodology
Keeping in view the rationale, specific objectives, intended uses and users, expected
outputs/deliverables and time frame; the robust methodology was adopted to undertake the KAP
Survey.
A KAP survey questionnaire was developed to carry out this online survey using google forms. The
purpose of this study was to understand the people's knowledge, attitude, and practices towards
Covid-19 and to identify the gaps in their awareness and practices. A total number of 80 interns
participated in this survey execution from 14 private and public universities. Each intern has collected
21 interviews through online google forms. However, a reminder was sent after every three days to
the potential respondent using the same technique used earlier.
The survey was universally available to both men and women. In total 1688 respondents participated
in the survey covering 06 provinces of Pakistan including ICT.

1.5 Compliance to Ethical Standards, Data Collection and Analysis
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SSDO followed and complied generally accepted ethical Standards on undertaking researches, data
collection and analysis: Following were taken into account while collecting data.
 Informed Consent: Participants will be duly informed with the purpose and scope of the
survey
 Privacy of Participants: Privacy & Confidentiality of participants was maintained, and findings
were summarized to appropriate aggregation level.
 Storage of Data: The collected data was encrypted and was only accessed by the authorized
persons.

Section-2

Findings of Knowledge, Attitude and Practices Survey
1. General Distribution of Respondents
Gender participation plays a pivotal role in addressing any pressing issue or survey. The table below
represents females at 61 % leaving men behind by 23 % participation. Here an asymmetric distribution
seems healthy w.r.t females.

Each single person in infographic represent 100 individuals

2. Age Categorization of Respondents
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When we say age is just a number, it doesn’t take away its core importance when it comes to Analysis.
The age categorization data show that the youth aged under 25 years took part in this survey in large
numbers constituting 74%. However, in the next category of age 25-49 years were 24 %.

A. KNOWLEDGE
1. Gender wise perception of clinical symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, fatigue, dry cough,
nausea, and diarrhea
Analysis-KAP COVID-19, PH 2 indicates that the basic knowledge and awareness turns out to be sound
and pre-emptive. The respondents when asked about the main clinical symptoms in totality 90% of
their responses were true and 9% were false. The further categorization shows that female
respondents were 57% true and 5% false in their perception about COVID-19. The male respondents
were 34 % true and 4 % false in their perception of the COVID-19.

2. Gender wise perception upon COVID-19
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In totality, we can see that 51% of respondents from both genders responded true as there is a lack
of reasonable analogy between unlike the common cold, stuffy nose, runny nose, and sneezing are
less common in persons with COVID-19. The true responses found of females were 31% and for males
were20% true.

3. Good food, best hygienic conditions, and isolation can help most patients to recover from
COVID-19
When asked about the actions that could primitively be undertaken to control the spread of COVID19, in totality 97% of the responses felt that quality food, best hygienic conditions, and isolation can
help most patients to recover from COVID19. Among the females, 60% agrees and among males, 37%
agree.

4. Gender Wise perception of COVID-19 is not Gender Specific Virus but it may affect those
who are old, already have some diseases and weak immune system
Responding to the question about the threshold of vulnerability in response to COVID-19, in totality
94% responses were in favor of its spread: gender agnostic and it may affect those who are old, already
have some diseases and weak immune system. However, 6% came up with false (not in favor)
responses. The female was found 59% true and male responses were 36% in favor.
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A total of 54 % of the responses held with the narrative that smokers are more prone to COVID-19 and
46% negate for the smokers to be prone to COVID-19 virus.
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5. Gender Wise perception of Smokers are more prone to COVID-19 Virus

6. Gender Wise Perception of Persons with COVID-19 cannot transfer the virus to others
when he is wearing a mask and using sanitizer
Survey results showed that 63% of the respondents from both genders perceive that persons with
COVID-19 cannot transfer the virus to others when he is wearing a mask and using sanitizer. Out of
100%, the responses that do not agree was 37 %.

7. Gender Wise Perception on if the COVID-19 virus spreads via respiratory droplets of
infected individuals
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There are hosts of ways in which COVID-19 virus spread, the established source known is via
respiratory droplets of infected individuals. A total of 84% of respondents believes the spreads via
respiratory droplets of infected individuals from which 52% of females agreed and males 32% agreed.

8. Gender Wise Perception on if Wearing Masks Guarantees to Prevent the Infection of
Covid-19
33% of females and 16% of males agreed to wear masks guarantees to prevent the infection of Covid19. A huge 51% response was observed that do not take the prevention of COVID-19 by wearing masks
as a guarantee.

9. Gender Wise Perception on if Any Kind of Masks and Sanitizers Help to Prevent COVID19
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Specifications play an important role to understand the any mode of operating things. In the wake of
this global pandemic, we got a 60% true response on for any kind of masks and sanitizers help to
prevent COVID-19.

10. Gender Wise Perception on if Social Distancing Means Avoiding Crowded Places Helps
to Prevent COVID-19
95% responses upheld the narrative that social distancing means avoiding crowded places helps to
prevent COVID-19. However, 5% of respondents from both genders perceive social distancing cannot
avoid preventing the COVID-19 virus.

11. Gender Wise Perception on if Wearing Masks And Use Of Sanitizers In Crowded Places
Help To Prevent COVID-19
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An overwhelming 84% responded truly in perception that if Wearing Masks and Use of Sanitizers in
Crowded Places Help to Prevent COVID-19. However, 16% believe that it’s not apt an idea and gave
16% false responses. Gender characterization indicates that female true responses stood at 53% and
false at 9%. The male true responses stood at 32% and false at 6%.

12. Gender Wise Perception on if People Who have Infected with the COVID-19 Virus be
Immediately Isolated on A Proper Place for 14 Days
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The isolation technique seems to be very effective in terms of the immediate first few steps to be
followed in the wake of the initial symptoms. In total 95% responses were observed to be true showing
positivity of isolating infected person immediately and only 95% and 5% responded false.

B. ATTITUDE
1. Gender Wise perception of if COVID-19 be Successfully Controlled
The radical discourse seems to be lacking in the responses that were observed. Where in totality 37%
of females responded agreed and 24% responded disagreed to the perception of successfully
controlling the COVID-19 virus.

2. Gender Wise perception of if Pakistan can win the battle against the COVID-19 virus
The frequency shows that there’s an optimism in female response to the perception of if Pakistan can
win the battle against the COVID-19 virus. 47% of females responded with yes and 15 % female
responses were otherwise. Whereas 28% of male responses were recorded to be positive and 10%
with no response.
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Survey results showed that 47% of females are following WHO protocols and 28% males are positive
in following WHO protocols to defeat COVID-19. 25% of respondents from both males and females
do not perceive defeating COVID-19 by following WHO protocols.
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3. Gender Wise perception of if following WHO protocols to defeat COVID-19

4. Gender Wise maintaining kind of social distancing to Avoid Contacting COVID-19
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The gender responses recorded for staying at home and work from home to be 35% of females and
13% of males. 1% of females and 1% of males would like not to meet relatives to avoid social
distancing. 7% of females and 10% of males feel that it’s better to using face masks and sanitizers in
public places. 8% of females and 7% of males believed that avoid going to crowded places maintain a
kind of social distancing to avoid contacting COVID-19. Working from home is supported by 10% of
females and 7% males.

C. PRACTICES
1. Gender Wise Practice of going to any crowded place
In response to the gender-wise practice of going to any crowded place, a greater number (52%) of
females were adamant in going to any crowded place and 10% were not adamant in going to any
crowed place. The male 12% responded with a yes and 26% with no in visiting crowded places

2. Gender Wise Practice of wearing a mask when leaving home
The data showed that when it comes to practicing wearing masks when leaving home 58% of females
and 35 % of males responded with yes that they do wear masks when leaving home and only 7% of
both genders responded in no in practice of wearing a mask when leaving home.
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The practice of taking sanitizer in pocket or bag while leaving home consistently was carried by 50%
females and 26% in males while 25% of respondents including both male and female gender do not
put sanitizer with them while going out.
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3. Gender Wise Practice of taking sanitizer in pocket or bag while leaving home

4. Gender Wise Practice of eating food from outside
We are what we eat and eating quality rather quantity is the main thing for that the gender-wise
practice of eating food from outside stood at 12% for females and 10% for males. Whereas it was
found that a greater percentage of 78% of respondents both males and females do not go for eating
from outside.

5. Gender Wise Practice of using public toilets
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When it comes to the gender-wise practice of using public toilets the frequency shows that both male
and female genders avoided. 3 % male responded with yes and 2% female responded with yes
whereas an overwhelmingly 60% females and 35% males responded with no.
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